Mayan Indian Communities of Guatemala Devastated by Hurricane Stan

Hurricane Stan, Central America’s worst hurricane in a century, slammed into Guatemala in early October. According to estimates, Stan buried hundreds of people under mud in Panabaj, Santiago Atitlan, San Marcos, Quetzaltenango, Escuintla, and Sacatepequez. Today, 657 people are dead, 99 are hurt, 577 are disappeared, 120,000 are in temporary shelters, and more than 200,000 are severely affected as roads, houses, bridges, businesses, and crops were damaged or destroyed. Further, relief workers are seriously worried about the growing hunger and the threat of infectious disease outbreaks. To cope with this disaster, the Nahual Foundation, directed by co-founder Ignacio Ochoa, is working together with Mayan leaders, the Public Health Commission and Rescue Teams to see that aid reaches those most in need.

The Mayan Peoples of Guatemala truly need your help now.
Give hope. Give today.

Make you tax deductible donation now.

To donate, please go to www.nhf.org, click on “NF Foundation search”, click on “details”, click on “link to donation page” OR simply email hurricane@nahualfoundation.org and we send you the direct link. Thank you.